A SUMMARY OF SPACELAB 2 WAVE OBSERVATIONS
The analysis presented here is based on the observations and discussion presented by Reeves et al. [1988b] which are summarized in this section. In that paper (which will be referred to as "RBN") the amplitudes, spectral characteristics, and time evolution of waves generated by continuous and It is also worth noting the qualitative differences between the measured and predicted wave fields. In Figure 6 the most notable difference is the presence of measured emissions at the even, forbidden, harmonics which are not predicted by theory. This suggests a loss of the idealized squarewave coherence assumext by the theory. We also note the enhanced amplitude of the second and third harmonic for the electric fields measured at large distances from the beam. This enhancement is observed only with the electric antenna and suggests the presence of electrostatic contributions from the wave field. Since these harmonics surround the local lower hybrid frequency (3.6 kHz for this sequence), it is possible that these contributions are from lower hybrid waves.
The results of HB are used here with the following caveat. It has been determined that the contour integration over kx in HB contains branch cuts in addition to simple poles. HB evaluates only the contributions to the integral from the simple poles, which correspond to surface waves, and therefore the solution is incomplete. In addition to the field components calculated, there will be field contributions due to terms which arise from the inclusion of these branch cuts which correspond to ray propagation. Those contributions can be evaluated and will be presented in an upcoming paper. It has been determined that the contributions from We also note that, in addition to O +, there is an appre-LEPEDEA particle detectors and was found to be a sheet ciable amount of H + at orbiter altitudes. With H + present, aligned with the geomagnetic field which was • 20 m wide there is an additional ion cyclotron resonance which lies at and which extended more than 170 m in the antivelocity di-611 Hz for Bo -0.40 G. The ray angles predicted from cold rection. Velocity distributions showed that the low-energy plasma theory (Figures 8 and 9) show the same general char-electrons in the beam wake were generally directed in the opacteristics as for the single-ion species case for frequencies posite direction from the primary beam. Frank et al. [1989] above the H + ion cyclotron frequency, fci(H+). For frequen-also show that strong electric fields are observed in the beam cies just below fci(H+), the model ray angle drops to zero wake and conclude that these are probably electrostatic ion but then rapidly increases to large angles with decreasing acoustic waves. frequency until the O + ion cyclotron frequency at 38 Hz. Figure 10 represents a view of the beam wake looking Calculations using the international reference ionosphere along the magnetic field direction. The coordinate system (IRI) model [Bilitza, 1986] 
